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ZOOMING EDITION
Dear Fellow Tinmoggers,
Another month goes by, and now tighter restrictions are upon us.
Luckily, in the last month, we have managed two “events”, one socially
distancing by 2 metres, the other distancing by many miles – the Zoom
meeting.
In early September, several of us, 16, had lunch at the
Crown at Lanlivery, a very casual affair. The Crown was up
to date with all the regulations which were explained to us
on the previous day. We had our meal outside where the
tables were three metres at least apart. This was the first
get togetherish we had since March and we had five
Morgans arrive. The first complication for most of us was
the ordering system, a rather strange looking image on
each of the tables, resembling a maze.
The waitress said I should have an app, I obviously misheard her, and replied
that I wasn’t so tired as to need a nap. Anyway, as some of us couldn’t get to
grips with the system, she came out to take our orders with something rather
antique – a sheet of paper! But we got there in the end. We all thoroughly
enjoyed the occasion, it felt a bit like playing truant from school, and had
hoped to have something similar in October, but that looks rather unlikely with
the current regulations.

Playing truant in the garden.

A good turnout of Morgans in the car park

And here’s a photo from Peter G, I don’t know if it’s a local tramp or Jeremy
Corbyn paying a visit.

The second event was the Zoom Noggin followed by a Quiz, kindly organised
by Max. Apologies, I didn’t take a screen shot of the event, but we did enjoy
the fun of it. And the winner of the quiz was ………. Wilf - congratulations on
his knowledge of cars. Wilf will receive his prize when we can get together
again. Not sure that any of us had a particularly high score in the quiz, but
there’s always another time!
This month, we should have been on the Autumn Tour to North Wales, a good
thing we will not be going as Llangollen is now under full lockdown! The Hotel
has been very good as there was no problem in transferring the booking to
2021, let’s hope that the restrictions will have been lifted by then!
I received an email from Roger H with some sad news, Margaret Richards, a
former member of Tinmog, has passed away after suffering a series of strokes,
her husband, Jim is also not well. None of the new members will know them
but Jim & Margaret and Bob & Marina were stalwarts in the club for many
years and usually came as a four. They were regulars on Tinmog tours and the
Club enjoyed their company in Ireland. Jim a BRG +8 and Margaret a dark blue
+4, whilst Bob had a Maroon +8.
Future events – hopefully we will have another Zoom meeting in November as
unfortunately any gathering before 2021 looks unlikely.
I wish you all the very best for now.

Paul

TINMOG SNUG QUIZ
If you didn’t get to join us on the day for the Zoom meeting but fancy a crack at
Max’s quiz anyway, you can try your hand at it on our web page. The bottle of
wine has gone, but you can treat yourself with a cup of tea. Here’s the link:
https://www.tinmog.org.uk/article02.html
To see the videos on your phone you may need to switch to desktop view, as
they try to squish things up to fit on a little screen, but on a PC, laptop or tablet
it should run fine.
Join us on Zoom next time, you don’t have to drive home after so bring your
own drinks!

